The Army, the Navy and the Air Force.

March tempo

Herman Darewski, Edward Lockton

The music on the air there's shouting everywhere
The bands begin to play A martial tune so gay
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where as the boys go marching by We hear the tramp of feet along the crowded street and our hearts are beating high!
where as the boys go marching by We hear the tramp of feet along the crowded street and our hearts are beating high!
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feet along the crowded street and our hearts are beating high!
wave so trustworthy and so brave how the people shout and cheer
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they pass us line on line my word but they look fine, see the soldiers straight and tall the sailor lads so true the
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soldiers straight and tall the sailor lads so true the
find their dreams are vain so let them all be told that
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find their dreams are vain so let them all be told that
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Air Force boys iun blue, how we love them one and all the
what we have we hold we can fight and win again.
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Air Force boys iun blue, how we love them one and all the
what we have we hold we can fight and win again.
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Army the Navy and the Air Force have made old Eng lands name
Our soldiers and Sailors and our Air men have always played the game they're steadily and true and strong and ready to do and die and dare the Army the Navy and the Air Force when the call comes they'll be there. The there.